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			Arenas filled with ardent gamers competing against each other is an event worth visiting for its futuristic setup and the exciting viewing experience. Watching the game as the players use their skills to win it is something that anyone can enjoy for its sheer sense of enthusiasm and entertainment. To emerge a winner along with those gamers is an experience that adds more joy to the eventful tournament. Being the best gamer hasn’t got anything to do with winning money through betting, meaning that you can make a profit out of those wagers for as long as you have a good knack for the activity of betting.

As the gaming scene is only looking to expand in the coming years, there is no chance for you to end up in loss if you make the right moves for a bet. Gaming has come a long way now, with the huge screens and less advanced technology guiding the players through the racetrack in the 2000s having been transformed into the curved thin LED screens and enhanced sounds. In this new decade, the field of gaming is expected to witness some changes that will attract more players upfront. The introduction of artificial intelligence will bring about AI-based esports matches and better experiences for both the players and bettors. Let us have a look at how this highly advanced technology will influence esports betting.
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The Current Scene

Esports gaming has changed greatly over the past three decades with the matches being played by different teams with a competitive spirit at a particular time rather than visiting the arenas to beat each other’s high scores. Since the video-game gambling has the factor of human hands deciding the winner, your betting options need to be selected wisely. But what people love the most about these games is the factor of unpredictability as humans with different abilities take on each other. The viewers wouldn’t keep betting on AI Bots that fight each other on the screens.

Incorporation of AI in Esports

All media is seriously considering incorporating AI into every platform to make functioning easier. As esports gets taken over by AI, the whole gaming scene is bound to change. The inaugural game with an AI Bot against a professional DOTA 2 player led to the Bot winning the first two matches, after which, the human player left the match. Several researchers believe that AI shouldn’t be replacing the human players; instead, they should be helping with the production stages of the game. Generating content will be easier with AI to support the human developers; the technology can easily make an interactive, personalized recap of a particular bit of a match in a matter of a few seconds. The future if esports gambling cannot be predicted at this point, but with the entry of AI Bots into the scene, a few changes are bound to happen to the gambling practice.
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	Regulation over Esports gambling could change
	Plenty of games will be added to the list of esports gambling
	Consistent live betting opportunities
	The audience will expand to make a bigger picture all over the world


These are the aspects that are likely to change in esports betting with the incorporation of AI.
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